Single-case experimental design yielded an effect estimate corresponding to a randomized controlled trial.
We reanalyzed data from a previous randomized crossover design that administered high or low doses of intravenous immunoglobulin (IgG) to 12 patients with hypogammaglobulinaemia over 12 time points, with crossover after time 6. The objective was to see if results corresponded when analyzed as a set of single-case experimental designs vs. as a usual randomized controlled trial (RCT). Two blinded statisticians independently analyzed results. One analyzed the RCT comparing mean outcomes of group A (high dose IgG) to group B (low dose IgG) at the usual trial end point (time 6 in this case). The other analyzed all 12 time points for the group B patients as six single-case experimental designs analyzed together in a Bayesian nonlinear framework. In the randomized trial, group A [M = 794.93; standard deviation (SD) = 90.48] had significantly higher serum IgG levels at time six than group B (M = 283.89; SD = 71.10) (t = 10.88; df = 10; P < 0.001), yielding a mean difference of MD = 511.05 [standard error (SE) = 46.98]. For the single-case experimental designs, the effect from an intrinsically nonlinear regression was also significant and comparable in size with overlapping confidence intervals: MD = 495.00, SE = 54.41, and t = 495.00/54.41 = 9.10. Subsequent exploratory analyses indicated that how trend was modeled made a difference to these conclusions. The results of single-case experimental designs accurately approximated results from an RCT, although more work is needed to understand the conditions under which this holds.